INTRODUCTION
A force applied to a limb normally produces angular motion at all joints of that limb. The direction and the extent of this angular motion at each joint depends on several factors. One of these is the torque that the force produces at joints proximal to the point where it is applied. However, angular motion will occur also at joints that are distal to the point where the force is applied, because the limb segments are inertially linked and because of the viscoelastic restoring forces of muscles acting about each joint ( 16, 18, 24) . Thus multiarticulate motion differs from motion restricted to a single joint in a fundamental manner. In single-joint motion, the motion induced by a torque is always in the direction in which the torque acts, for example extensor torque leads to extension. In two-joint motion this is not always the case; there may be an extensor torque applied to a limb segment and yet, the segment may flex.
Recently, we have begun to investigate the electromyographic activity in response to load perturbations of the human arm under conditions in which motion at the shoulder and elbow joints is permitted (2 l-23) and we have observed responses that were not predictable from those found when motion is restricted to one joint (17, 37) . Sometimes, we found muscle stretch led to that muscle's activation, but at other times muscle stretch could also lead to a decrease in the amount of electromyographic (EMG) activity of that muscle. The EMG responses to pulses of force were sometimes fractionated into distinct components reminiscent of the pattern observed when motion is restricted to one joint (cf. 38). However, under our experimental conditions such early and late components of the response could have a different sign, i.e., an initial decrease followed by an increase.
In the following, we will briefly summarize our previous observations on this topic and state the questions raised by them that will be addressed in this paper.
We applied (22, 23) force perturbations to the upper arm in the anteroposterior direction or to the forearm in the vertical direction. Each of these perturbations led to angular motion at both the shoulder and elbow joints, coincident at both joints for forces applied to the forearm and oppositely directed for forces acting on the upper arm. Torque, defined as the result of the moments of all the forces acting at each joint (i.e., the externally applied force perturbation and the active and passive viscoelastic muscle forces) also changed at both joints following such perturbations.
In the two cited examples, there was an increase in torque, tending to extend the limb segment at both the shoulder and the elbow. Thus, under some experimental conditions, perturbation-induced angular motion at the elbow could differ in direction from the concomitant changes in elbow torque. The activity of monoarticular elbow flexors [such as brachioradialis (BR)] as well as that of biarticular muscles spanning the elbow and shoulder joints such as biceps (BIC) under these experimental conditions depended on elbow and shoulder motion and were not related uniquely to changes in that muscle's length.
In particular, the responses of monoarticular elbow flexors such as BR could be interpreted most easily by considering two distinct components (23): an early one with a latency of 40 ms or less and a late one with a latency of -80 ms. The direction of the early component was generally in the direction opposite to the imposed angular motion at the elbow (i.e., elbow extension leading to early activation of BR), whereas the direction of the late component was to oppose the change in torque at the elbow joint (i.e., an increase in extensor torque leading to a late activation of BR). The early and late components could be oppositely directed.
In these experiments, BIC responses did not exhibit such a fractionation, the response amplitude over the first 100 ms after the perturbation being best correlated with the change in elbow torque due to the applied force (22) . Thus, one question that remains open is whether or not the functional interpretation suggested by the behavior of monoarticular muscles is applicable also to the case of biarticular muscles.
There are a number of other questions that remain open. First, in all these experiments, changes in torque and in angular motion at the shoulder joint were in the same direction. Thus the problemis the control of muscles acting at this proximal joint similar to that of muscles acting more distally-could not be addressed. Finally, it should be noted that in all these experiments biceps activity changed in parallel with that of anterior deltoid. Thus the possibility remains that these responses may represent a fixed synergy between the two muscles (26, 27) . The experiments to be described in this paper were designed to address these questions as well as the following one: can the responses to load perturbations of monoand biarticular muscles at the shoulder and elbow joint be correlated quantitatively with the changes in kinematic and dynamic variables arising from the perturbation under conditions in which angular motion is permitted both at the shoulder and elbow joints?
METHODS

Force perturbations
Subjects stood with their right upper arm close to vertical and their forearm horizontal and semipronated. Force perturbations in the sagittal plane were delivered to the forearm by means of a torque motor through a flexible cable attached to the limb by a molded brace. The direction of the force acting on the forearm (5-7 cm proximal to the wrist) ranged through t60" from the vertical in the anteroposterior direction. By varying the direction of the force perturbation in this manner, we could expect to obtain a variety of combinations of changes in angular motion and torque at the shoulder and elbow joints.
The following analysis gives a qualitative prediction of the kinematic and dynamic effects of a given perturbation.
Defining x as the anterior direction and z the vertical (positive downwards) and letting a denote the direction of the force perturbation relative to the vertical Te and Tk define the torque at the elbow and at the shoulder due to the external force F; we have adopted the convention that a positive torque acts in the flexor direction. Equation 2 reflects the contribution to the torque by externally applied forces. Under static conditions these are balanced by torques due to the active and passive (viscoelastic) forces of muscles acting about each joint. The net torques T, and T, T, = T; + T,,
are then the sum of torques due to the externally applied forces (TL, TL) and muscle forces (T,, , Tsm) . When the arm is in equilibrium, T, = 0 and T, = 0. For net torques that differ from zero, the arm will be accelerated' IS and 1e are the moments of inertia of the upper arm and forearm. These coefficients as well as A, B, and C are constants. They are defined more fully in ( 16, 18, 36) and their values were computed on the basis of anthropometric data (8) for each subject. Typical values for the coefficients are I, = 0.40, & = 0.15, and A = 0.18 kg-m2, B = 12, and C = 5 kg-m2/s2. ' Equation 4 differs in form from those reported previously (22, 23) . In those publications, we used the convention that elbow extension was positive.
Equation 4 defines the equations of motion of the arm, derived according to Newtonian mechanics. A fuller discussion of these equations and their derivation has been presented by Hollerbach and Flash ( 16) and by Hoy and Zernicke ( 18) and may also be found in any standard text on dynamics, such as Goldstein ( 11). [In our notation, T, and T, correspond to the generalized muscle moments defined by Hoy and Zernicke ( 1 S)].
Under conditions of equilibrium, the net torques T, and T, will be zero. Immediately after pulse onset, the net torques are given by E& 2, assuming that muscle forces do not change instantaneously. Also, right after pulse onset, the angular velocities b and 4 are zero and eq. 4 can be used to calculate the initial angular accelerations of the arm 
Equation 5 is strictly valid only immediately after the onset of a pulse of force; thereafter, the torques will depend also on the viscoelastic restoring forces of the muscles and the terms in velocity squared on the right side of Eq. 4 will not be negligible. However, Eqs. 5 and 2 can be used to predict the direction of the initial changes in torque and angular velocity given a force applied to the forearm and acting in a particular direction. and anteriorly directed force (CU = 45") T, is in the extensor direction, but the upper arm is initially accelerated toward forward flexion (e > 0). Furthermore, for some directions (50" < a < 90°) T, and T, change in opposite directions, as can the angular motion at the shoulder and elbow (e.g., cy = 45"). Thus, by varying the direction of the force, one should be able to obtain all possible combinations of angular motions and torques at the two joints, making it possible to determine to which, if any, of these parameters responses of different muscles may be related. 
Experimental procedures
In any one experiment, force perturbations were applied in 4-7 directions. In four experiments the force was downwardly directed and in four others, upwardly directed. In two other experiments the forces were applied medially or laterally to the forearm to produce forearm pronation-supination along with flexion-extension at the shoulder and elbow. (Ten subjects participated in this study). The perturbations consisted of pseudorandom trains of pulses [7th-order m sequence with 127 binary elements each of 40-ms duration (6, ZS)].
The recording system and the analytical procedures have been described extensively elsewhere (22, 23) . Flexion at the elbow and forearm supination were measured goniometrically and the angle of shoulder flexion was derived trigonometrically from the location of points on the arm measured by means of an ultrasound system. Shoulder and elbow torque were calculated numerically according to Eq. 4, angular velocities and accelerations being derived numerically after digital smoothing of the angular displacements. EMG activity of six muscles [typically BIC, BR, triceps (TRI), anterior deltoid (AD), posterior deltoid (PD), and pectoralis (PC)] was recorded by means of surface electrodes. Kinematic data were sampled with a temporal resolution of 8 ms, EMG data with a 2-ms resolution. Ensemble averages were computed from ten to twelve trials after digital full-wave rectification of EMG activities. The average impulse response to a pulse of 40-ms duration was computed from the ensemble average by cross-correlation techniques.
RESULTS
Responses to forces in d&%vent directions Figure 2 shows typical results from one experiment in which a downwardly acting force was applied to the forearm in directions varying from O" to the vertical ( Fig. 2A ) to 60' in the anterior direction ( As was expected (see METHODS) , angular motion and torque at the elbow and shoulder depended in a consistent manner on the direction of the applied force. When the force was directed downward ( Fig. 2A) , the perturbation led initially to extension at the elbow and shoulder (e, 4 < 0). Shoulder and elbow torque also changed in the extensor direction (T,, T, < 0). However, when the force was directed more anteriorly ( Fig. 2B ), the initial change in motion at the shoulder (8) was in the flexor direction, whereas the change in T, remained toward extension, i.e., the changes in the kinematic and dynamic variables at the shoulder were oppositely directed. Elbow motion and torque changed congruently in the extensor direction. Yet more anteriorly directed forces ( Traces depict the average response to a pulse of force 40 ms in duration occurring at time 0 for the indicated kinematic and dynamic variables (0 and 6, shoulder angular displacement and velocity, respectively; 4 and 4, elbow angular displacement and velocity, respectively and wrist pronosupination;
and T, and T,, shoulder and elbow torque, respectively) and rectified EMG activity. Base-line EMG activity is indicated by horizontal lines, and timing marks at 40, 80, and 120 ms are given for reference. Data are all from 1 subject. One division corresponds to 1 O, loo/s, and 1 N-m for angular displacements, velocities, and torques. Anterior deltoid activity is plotted at twice the gain in B and C, as indicated in the figure. EMG activities of other muscles are plotted to the same scale in each panel. direction with concomitant extension at the elbow. Finally, posteriorly directed forces (Fig. 3A , which shows data from another subject) produced much larger extension (8, T,) at the shoulder but a small amount of flexion (4) at the elbow.
EMG activity of shoulder and elbow flexors and extensors also varied in an orderly manner with the direction of the force perturbations. The traces in Figs. 2 and 3 are representative of the changes from base-line activity in the indicated muscles, an upward deflection corresponding to an increase in activity. Vertical lines mark time intervals at 40, 80, and 120 ms after pulse onset. In the following we shall restrict our attentions to the patterns of response over the first 120 ms after pulse onset.
In some instances (for example Figs. 2A and 3A) there was an increase in the activity of elbow and shoulder flexors (BIC, BR, and AD) throughout this interval, although the latencies of these responses and the times at which they reached a maximum could differ from muscle to muscle. For example, in Fig.  2A the latency of the response in AD is about 60 ms, those of BIC and BR being much shorter (24 ms and 32 ms respectively). Similarly, activity in AD peaks about 20 ms later than that of BIC and BR. Conversely, in Fig.  3A the latency of the response in BR is 20 ms longer than that of BIC and AD.
In other cases the direction of the response as well as the time course could differ in the three flexors. Furthermore, there were instances in which the responses reversed direction during the first 120 ms after pulse onset, suggesting that these responses consisted of distinct early and late components. Thus, in Fig. 2B , AD activity initially decreased reversing to an increase above base line 68 ms after pulse onset, whereas BIC and BR activity remained above base line throughout the first 120 ms. In Fig. 2C , BIC activity reverses from an increase to a decrease at 80 ms, whereas AD activity remained negative throughout and that of BR was positive. Other patterns of biphasic activity can also be observed in Fig. 3B (AD and BIC) and in Fig. 3C (BIC).
In these experiments there was little or no activity in the elbow extensor TRI. When there was a response, activity in the shoulder extensor PD was reciprocal to that of AD (Fig. 2C ). In general, there was little activity in PC, an adductor at the shoulder, although occasionally there was coactivation of PC with AD (Fig. 3A) .
Note that the activity of AD is not related uniquely to flexion extension at the shoulder, i.e., to the expected change in length of this muscle. Consider for example the responses shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2A extension at the shoulder leads to an increase in AD activity, whereas flexion leads to a decrease (Fig. 2C) , as might be expected from a negative feedback of muscle length or its derivative. However, in Fig. 2B , though the initial decrease in AD activity can be explained on this basis, the subsequent increase occurring while the arm is still flexing cannot.
One can thus conclude that the activity of muscles whose action is restricted to the shoulder joint does not depend exclusively on the angular motion at this joint. Rather, it would appear that the EMG responses to load perturbations depend on motion at both the shoulder and elbow joints. Similar conclusions were reached previously concerning the responses of elbow flexors (e.g., BR) and the biarticular muscle BIC (22). Qualitatively, the organization of EMG responses then, is similar at the proximal shoulder joint and more distally at the elbow joint. Furthermore, over the first 120 ms there does not appear to be one fixed relation among the patterns of responses of the three elbow and shoulder flexors as one might expect if they represented the expression of a simple muscle synergy.
Experiments in which forces were applied to the forearm in the upward direction gave results consistent with those summarized in Figs. 2 predominantly to a decrease in flexor activity and to an increase in the activity of shoulder (PD, Fig. 4 ) and elbow (TRI, Fig. 5 ) extensors. Also in these experiments the responses sometimes consisted of distinct early and late components of opposite sign (for example BR in Fig. 4A and AD in Fig. 4C ). Furthermore, the times at which the activity in the three flexors reached a minimum could differ by as much as 40 ms (Fig. 4C) , and the amplitudes of their responses did not covary in a consistent manner. Note, that in accordance with the experimental design, changes in angular velocity and torque at the shoulder and elbow were sometimes congruent and sometimes oppositely directed (Figs. 4A, 4C , and 5C).
Quantitative measures
Given the range of experimental conditions used, the times at which angular velocities (and accelerations) and torques reached their initial extrema could vary substantially from one experimental condition to another. For example, for the set of data from which Fig. 2 was obtained, the time at which T, reached a maximum or minimum could differ by as much as 32 ms and angular acceleration at the shoulder by up to 40 ms. Therefore, the maximum or minimum values of the kinematic and dynamic variables did not appear to us to be adequate to summarize quantitatively the effects of different perturbations.
Instead, we calculated the average changes in angular velocities and torques over the first 80 ms after pulse onset. Whereas this time interval is somewhat arbitrary, the conclusions to be drawn from this analysis would be little different had other intervals been used. Indeed the correlation between average values of torque over the first 40 ms and the first 80 ms was typically greater than 0.82 and between those for 80 and 120 ms in excess of 0.94. Figure 6 shows the average experimental values for shoulder (4) and elbow (4) angular velocity and for T, and T, for the four experiments in which downwardly directed forces were applied to the forearm. There is some variability among experiments, in part due to biomechanical differences among subjects (e.g., differences in the ratio If/la) and in part due to measurement error. This variability can also be appreciated in Figs. 2 and 3 ; the force pulse directed 30° anteriorly led to angular motions and torques which differed in the two subjects. Nevertheless, there are some clear trends that are in line with the theoretical predictions of Fig. 1 . For example for anteriorly directed forces the average value of angular velocity in elbow extension (4) is nearly independent of the direction of the force, whereas T, decreases monotonically as the force is directed more anteriorly. Similarly, for anteriorly directed forces, there is flexion at the shoulder (b > 0) but, except for the most anteriorly directed force (CU = 60"), T, changes in the extensor direction. Finally, these four variables do not covary linearly with each other.
Thus it becomes possible to ask the question: to which, if any of these variables, are the EMG responses to the applied perturbation related? To do so we calculated the average deviation from base line of the EMG activities (the shaded areas in Figs. 2-5) over two intervals: from 40 to 80 ms and from 80 to 120 ms. We chose two distinct epochs, because not infrequently, EMG activity showed two identifiable components with different sign (cf. Fig. 2 , B and C) and previous results had suggested that such early and late responses might have different substrates (23). The dividing line of 80 ms corresponds to the average time at which responses reversed sign.
The amplitudes of these early and late components of the response of the elbow and shoulder flexors (BR, BIC, and AD) are presented in Fig. 7 for the experiments in which downwardly directed forces were applied whereas Fig. 8 illustrates the results for upwardly directed forces. In each instance the data are plotted as a function of the direction of the applied force ranging _t60" from the vertical. The filled circles connected by solid lines represent results from a single experiment. The open circles connected by the heavier lines represent a fit of kinematic and dynamic variables to these data. (We will defer a consideration of such a fit momentarily.)* 2 For the instances in which the response was generally an increase in activity (i.e., all the data in Fig. 7 and TRI in Fig. 8 ) response amplitudes for each subject were scaled uniformly to minimize intersubject variability. For the responses of flexor muscles in Fig. 8 (where the perturbation led primarily to a decrease in activity), the values were first normalized as a percent of the base-line activity, which could vary from one experimental condition to another. Our rationale for doing so was that the activity cannot decrease by more than the base line, and therefore, a measure of percent modulation seems more appropriate for these types of responses. First, we note that in general there was little intersubject variability in the amplitude of the responses. In Fig. 7 , the amplitudes of AD and BIC activity are well grouped with the exception of one data point for BIC (lower TOW) for a force inclined 30' anteriorly (also illustrated in Fig. 3B ). BR responses were more variable (Fig. 7) as were the early responses in AD and BR in Fig. 8 . These were generally very small (see also Figs. 4 and 5). Second, the variation in the amplitude of the responses with changes in force direction followed different trends in different muscles as did the variation in the amplitude of the early and late components in a given muscle. For example, in Fig. 7 the amplitude of the responses in AD decreased as the force was directed more anteriorly as did the amplitude of the late component of BIC. By contrast the amplitude of BR activity tended to increase, whereas the early response in BIC showed a different pattern of modulation. Thus there is no evidence for any fixed covariation in the amplitude of the early and late responses in different muscles. Finally, as already noted, the signs of the early and late responses can differ.
We come now to consider the extent to which the amplitudes of the early and late Previous qualitative observations on brachioradialis had suggested that the early response in that muscle was related to a negative feedback of elbow angular velocity (23). Extrapolating from this hypothesis one might expect the early responses of each of the muscles to be related to angular velocity, those of monoarticular muscles to the angular velocity about the joint at which they act and those of biarticular muscles such as BIC and TRI to a combination of the angular velocities about both joints. The open circles and the heavy lines in Figs. 7 and 8 show that the experimental data are consistent with this hypothesis. They denote a negative correlation with shoulder angular velocity (8) for AD, with elbow angular velocity (4) and a combination of the two for BIC (& + 1. lb) and for TRI (e + OS&). For the data in Fig. 7 , the correlation coefficients r ranged from 0.7 1 to 0.89, and in Fig. 8 r was 0 .70 for TRI. The r values were all significant at the 99.9% confidence level. (For the early responses of the flexors in Fig. 8 , the correlation coefficients were much smaller and the variances greater, reflecting the greater variability of those data.) For BIC and BR, the combinations of angular velocities shown in Figs. 7 and 8 gave the best fit to the data. For AD in Fig. 7 , the combination s + 0.26 led to a deviance that was 13% smaller but a correlation coefficient r, 4% smaller. In Fig. 8 , this same combination also gave a slightly better fit to the data (r 1% greater, deviance 5% smaller). In most cases, the best combination of T, and T, gave a poorer fit to the data (deviances ranging from the same to 40% larger). The only exception was triceps in Fig. 8 , where the combination (T, + 0. lT,) gave a better fit. In general, combinations of torque that did give the best fit to the amplitude of the early component were difficult to justify on physical grounds. For example, for BIC in Fig. 7 the combination T, -0.2T, provided the best fit, even though BIC induces a flexor torque at both joints. When only one of the torque parameters was used or the combination of torques that provided the best fit to the late component, the goodness of fit was decreased by as much as 25% more.
We had previously suggested that the late responses were related to a negative feedback of torque (23), thus leading to a regulation of net joint torque. Reasoning as above, one might then, at first glance, expect the late component of AD to be correlated negatively with T,, that of BR with T, and those of BIC and TRI with a combination of these two parameters, thus reflecting the mechanical AND action of those muscles at both joints. However, a simple thought experiment shows that this need not be the case for a regulation of torque at the two joints. Consider for example two situations. In both cases the subject is required to produce the same amount of flexor torque at the elbow but different amounts of flexor torque at the shoulder by intentionally activating shoulder and elbow flexors. One might expect BIC to be more active when more flexor torque at the shoulder is required since BIC contributes to T,. If so, there would need to be a compensatory reduction in intentional BR activity to produce the same amount of torque at the elbow. Thus BR activity would be negatively correlated with T,, and positively correlated with T,, (Eq. 3), even though BR exerts no torque at the shoulder. Similar reasoning suggests that AD activity should be negatively correlated with T,,, whereas the activity of the biarticular flexor, BIC, should be positively correlated with T,, and T,, .
The extent to which the activity of each of these muscles is correlated with T,, and T,, can be predicted theoretically given certain assumptions and provided their moment arms and other parameters are known (10, 30) . Given the large uncertainty in the estimates of these values (2, 15) we determined the relationships between EMG activity and torque empirically. We asked subjects to resist a static force (duration > 20 s) applied to the forearm in various directions, computed the resultant torques (Ti and Tk) from statics, and recorded the EMG activity of shoulder and elbow muscles. [Under static conditions, the net muscle torques T,, and T,, are equal and opposite to T', and Tk (Eq. 3)].3 Figure 9 shows the results of one such experiment. Variations in T, and T, for forces acting in different directions are shown at the top. The data points in the plots below show the mean (&SD) of six trials of the average rectified EMG activity of the indicated muscles. The solid line shows the combination of T, and T, that gave the best fit to the data. As was expected, BIC activity was positively correlated with T, and T, and given its larger Correlation of intentionally generated EMG activity with a static elbow and shoulder torque. The subject resisted a static load on the forearm acting in different directions; resulting torque at shoulder and elbow due to muscle forces exerted at these joints (T,, and Lm respectively) is shown in the top panel, flexion being positive. Average EMG activities, calculated for 6 trials each of 600-ms duration are plotted (& 1 SD) for biceps, brachioradialis, and anterior deltoid. Curves represent the best fit of combinations of elbow and shoulder torque to those values of EMG activity that exceeded a threshold.
Scale for torque is T, -2 N-m, T, -1 N-m per division. See Fig. 2 legend for definitions of abbreviations. moment arm at the elbow more so with the former than the latter. BR, instead, was negatively correlated with T,, whereas AD was negatively correlated with T,. Data obtained from another subject gave similar results (BIC N T, + 0.3T,, AD N T, -0.3T,, and TRI N T, + O.l5T,).
If the late components of the EMG responses are indeed negatively correlated with torque, as we suggested, in such a way as to oppose changes in torque due to external forces or the viscoelastic forces of the muscles, then one might expect their amplitude to be proportional to the particular combination of T, and T, predicted from the static experiments (Fig. 9) . The lower panels in
Figs. 7 and 8 show that in general this expectation is met. The correlation coefficients were all significant at the 95% confidence level. The only instance where a different combination of torques led to a better fit of the data is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 7 for BR, the combination T, -0.3T, matching the data better than the predicted one (T, -0.2TJ. Except for AD in Fig. 8 , combinations of 0 and 4 gave a markedly poorer fit to the data (deviance greater by 32% on average); in that one exception, the combination 4 + 0.64, was optimal.
In summary, the results presented in Figs. 7 and 8 are consistent with the hypothesis that the early component of the EMG responses reflects a negative feedback of kinematic variables and the late component a negative feedback of torque. Taking AD as an example, such a model predicts that rearward extension at the shoulder should lead to an early activation of AD, whereas an increase in extensor torque at the shoulder or a decrease in extensor torque at the elbow should lead to its late activation, the changes in torque resulting either from externally applied loads or from the viscoelastic forces of muscles and tendons.
Efect of pronosupination on responses of' elbow and shoulder flexors and extensors
In addition to acting as a flexor at the elbow and shoulder, BIC acts also as a supinator of the wrist. Thus a torque leading to forearm supination should result in a transient decrease in biceps activity, whereas pronatory torques should lead to an increase. In line with the arguments presented in the previous section, one would also expect compensatory changes in the activity of other elbow and shoulder flexors and extensors if torque at these joints were regulated.
In the experiments described so far the line of action of the force passed through the axis of the forearm, thus minimizing the amount of pronosupinatory torque. Immediately after pulse onset, there was little forearm supination (Figs. 2-4) , and only at later times did it sometimes become appreciable. In two other experiments we modified the brace so that downwardly or upwardly directed forces could be applied, whose line of action was medial or lateral to the axis of the forearm. These experiments were designed to result in the same amount of flexor-extensor torque at the elbow and shoulder (T, and T,), but different amounts of pronosupinatory torque on the forearm. Figure 10 presents results from one such experiment. The solid traces in Fig. 1OA indicate the average response to a 40-ms pulse of force, downwardly directed and applied laterally to the forearm, resulting in wrist supination and shoulder and elbow extension. The dashed lines denote the response to a medially applied perturbation, leading to wrist pronation. The magnitude of the force, and hence its torque at the shoulder and elbow, was the same in both cases. Figure 1OB illustrates analogous results due to upwardly directed forces.
As one would expect, wrist supination led to an increase in the activity of pronator teres and to a decrease in BIC activity compared with responses in which the force led to wrist pronation. Thus the amount of flexor torque contributed by BIC at the elbow and shoulder was less when there was wrist supination. To compensate for this difference, one finds an increase in the amplitude of the responses of AD and BR in Fig. 1OA . In Fig.  IOB , the situation is more complicated but in agreement with the hypothesized principle. Wrist pronation (dashed traces) leads to a smaller decrease in BIC activity and hence a larger contribution to the flexor torque at the elbow by BIC. To compensate, there is less activity in BR (less flexor torque) and more TRI activity (more extensor torque). At the shoulder, there is a smaller decrease in AD activity during wrist pronation, seemingly at variance with the hypothesis. However, in this instance base-line activity in AD was also less, and the decrease in activity expressed as a percent of base-line activity was the same in both cases (15% of base line over the first 120 ms after pulse onset). More importantly, there was an increase in PD activity, leading to an increase in extensor torque at the shoulder, thus compensating for the increased flexor torque due to the increased activity in BIC.
Data obtained from a second subject gave the same result, the only difference being that in that case there was a larger decrease in AD activity when an upwardly directed force tended to pronate the forearm (Fig. 1OB ). To summarize, one can conclude that the activity of each of the shoulder and elbow flexors and extensors depends on all of the degrees of freedom of limb motion we examined (shoulder and elbow flexion and wrist pronation) independently of whether or not the particular muscle exerts any torque along that axis of the motion. Furthermore, the pattern of the late responses can be interpreted as appropriate to a feedback regulation of torque.
DISCUSSION
The results we have presented in this paper reinforce the suggestion we have made previously (2 1, 22) namely that the EMG responses of shoulder and elbow muscles to load perturbations depend on the motion of the entire limb and not solely on the changes in length and tension of a particular muscle. For the shoulder flexors and extensors, AD and PD, the clearest support for this contention is provided by results presented in Fig.  10 ; the response in those muscles was influenced by wrist pronation and supination induced by external loads. Results summarized in Figs. 2-4 also support the conclusion that EMG responses of mono-and biarticular shoulder and elbow muscles depend on shoulder and elbow angular motion.
The responses in each of the shoulder and elbow flexors (AD, BIC, and BR) appear to consist of two components, an early one with a latency of 40 ms or less and a late one with a latency of -80 ms. The sign of these two components of the response could be differ-ent. A quantitative evaluation of the late components showed that they were well correlated with changes in torque resulting from the perturbation (i.e., due to external forces and viscoelastic muscle forces) in such a way as to oppose them. This component of the activity of each of the muscles examined was related in a unique manner to changes in elbow and shoulder torque, whereas earlier components of the response were related, also in a unique manner, to the changes in kinematic variables (angular velocity). Thus the overall responses to load perturbations, in our view, can best be considered as the output of a multi-input-multi-output system, the inputs consisting of the kinematic and dynamic variables of the arm.
The data also suggest there is a different input-output transformation for each muscle. This interpretation is in keeping with a theory of sensorimotor transformation advanced by Pellionisz and Llinas (3 1) and which, in its broad outlines, has received experimental support in a number of different investigations ( 1, 3, 5, 10, 34, 39) . This interpretation is in contrast with another point of view, namely that there exists a finite set of response patterns, such synergies manifesting themselves as a set of fixed relations among the patterns of activity of different muscles. While we shall take up this question in more detail in a subsequent paper (unpublished observations), in this paper we shall restrict our discussion to the hypothesis outlined above, namely that the EMG responses consist of two distinct components having different substrates and that they can be related, in a first approximation, to simple kinematic and dynamic variables.
We shall begin with some technical details. In the experiments described in this paper we used pseudorandom perturbations and computed average responses to a pulse of force by means of cross-correlation techniques. Our primary reason for using this method rather than single pulses of force was that we had found previously that the latter method gave a larger variability, but that qualitatively, the two methods led to the same conclusions (22, 23) . The validity of the approach rests on the requirement that there be no appreciable nonlinearities in the system. A previous investigation showed this to be the case when motion was restricted to one joint (7, 35); in a subsequent paper we shall examine this question for the present experimental situation (unpublished observations).
Probably a larger source of error is due to uncertainties in measuring limb motion, since the transducers were, of necessity, at: tached to soft tissue. A small uncertainty in 0 and 4 can lead to a greater uncertainty in T, and T,, since the torques are related to the differences in the angular velocities and accelerations at the two joints. Whereas measurement error may have contributed to the variability from experiment to experiment in the computed measures of 8, & T,, and T, (Fig. 6) , the trends in these parameters were consistently as predicted by the theoretical analysis (Fig. 1) .
We used simple empirical measures to quantify the changes in angular motion and torque that resulted from the force perturbation, namely the average change in their values over an 80-ms time interval. One reason for using average values was mentioned before (the variability in the time course of these variables from experimental condition to experimental condition); a second reason is that the use of average values can be expected to minimize the error due to uncertainties in measuring limb motion. Given the measures we used, no precise statements can be made regarding response latencies. Furthermore, the existence of a correlation between average kinematic (or dynamic) parameters and average EMG activity obviously does not imply that the time course of the former and latter are correlated, i.e., that EMG activity is linearly related to kinematic or dynamic variables with a certain latency.
According to our analysis, one can conclude that the early component of the response was best correlated in sign and in amplitude to angular velocity. This response in monoarticular flexors BR and AD was correlated to the angular velocity at the elbow and shoulder joint, respectively. As we have discussed previously (23) such a correlation is consistent with an autogenetic feedback from muscle spindles, given the proportionality between angular velocity and the rate of change of muscle length and the rate sensitivity of these receptors (25, 32, 33) . The vari-ability of the data precludes us from excluding proprioceptive feedback from other elbow and shoulder muscles, e.g., the biarticular muscle BIC, and the goodness of fit was sometimes improved slightly when a combination of feedbacks of angular velocities at both joints was assumed. Furthermore, previous results on brachioradialis strongly suggest that nonautogenetic feedback contributes to the magnitude of the early response (23), i.e., that the early component of BR activity depends to some extent also on shoulder angular motion. For the same amount of angular motion of the forearm, the amplitude of the early response in BR was much larger when angular motion at the elbow and shoulder was in the same direction (due to a force on the forearm) than when they were oppositely directed (force on the upper arm). Similarly, the early component of AD activity may depend also on elbow angular motion. A model incorporating a combination of shoulder and elbow angular velocities gives a slightly better fit to the data than does the one shown in Fig. 7 . Furthermore, in some instances (for example, Fig. 2A ), AD activity begins to change with a latency that appears to be too early to be accounted for solely by shoulder angular motion. However, uncertainties in relating our kinematic measures to changes in muscle length preclude us from reaching a dennite conclusion on this point.
Autogenetic feedback from muscle spindles alone cannot account for the early responses in the biarticular elbow and shoulder flexors (BIC) and extensors (TRI). BIC responses were almost equally sensitive to angular velocities at both joints (Fig. 7) yet on the basis of available anatomical data (9) one can estimate that a 1 O rotation at the elbow would produce a change in BIC muscle length twice as great as would a 1 O rotation at the shoulder. A similar conclusion holds true for TRI, whose response showed a sensitivity to shoulder angular velocity (8) twice as great as to 4 (Fig. 8) .
The magnitudes of the late components of the responses in all of the muscles, instead, were best related to a combination of torque at the shoulder and elbow joints (T, and T,). Furthermore, the combination of torques that gave a best fit to the data was similar to that combination to which EMG activity of that muscle, resulting from its intentional activation under static conditions, was related ( Fig. 9 ). This observation is consistent with the point of view that this late component of the response serves to regulate torque at the shoulder and elbow joints, although it rests on a limited set of data. However, the two subjects that were studied gave very similar results. A more extensive investigation of this point is beyond the scope of this paper, since a number of questions will ultimately need to be addressed. For example, how does the relationship between EMG activity and torque vary with joint angle? [One might expect such a variation, since the moment arms of muscle vary with joint angle ( 14)]. Also, is the relationship the same for static, isometric and for dynamically varying intentional activation of muscles (20)?
With regard to the question, how and why might a negative feedback of torque be useful, little can be said at this time, although a theoretical investigation involving simulation (24) did show that negative torque feedback leads (on average) to a better stabilization of the limb than does position feedback or stiffness regulation. More generally, this question remains unanswered, since the theoretical foundations for the control of multiarticulate limb motion are incomplete, even in the field of robotics (19, 29) .
One final point should be mentioned. In this paper we have related average amplitude of the EMG responses linearly to average measures of kinematic and dynamic parameters. Our intent was to gain some insight regarding the physical variables that might be represented in the EMG output of a response to load perturbations.
To do so, we used the simplest models possible. Whereas these models gave an adequate fit to our data, under our experimental conditions, one should not conclude that the EMG responses depend linearly on velocity and torque. Muscle spindles respond in a nonlinear manner (cf. 13, 32) and there is no receptor that encodes joint torque [with the possible exception of joint receptors (4, 12)] and, therefore, this parameter would need to be computed.
No doubt, nonlinear models would be more appropriate. However, such an attempt will rest on a more secure foun-
